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Press Release

Optoma launches LED+ ZW212ST and ZX212ST XGA/WXGA Short
Throw LED/Laser Hybrid Projectors

 
London, November 2012 – Optoma today announced the latest generation of WXGA/XGA LED/laser
hybrid  projectors.  The  ZX212ST  and  ZW212ST  lamp-free  LED+  design  represents  the  latest
innovations in the acclaimed Optoma range, created by Optoma specifically for demanding education
and professional applications.
 
The two new projectors, in XGA (ZX212ST) and WXGA (ZW212ST) resolutions boast increased
brightness of 2300 and 2500 ANSI Lumens respectively and are the result of substantial design and
manufacturing improvements from one of just a handful of companies worldwide that are projector
specialists. These latest projectors represent the cutting edge of lamp free LED+ technology and offer
an exceptional life-span and eliminate the need for replacement lamps.
 
Head of Product Management, Justin Halls commented. “LED+ technology is the future of projection.
Our latest generation of lamp free LED+ projectors provide a significant performance increase whilst
still offering lower running and maintenance costs.”
 
Inherently, colour fidelity created by LED+ technology is exceptional and coupled with the proven
single chip DLP® Dark Chip 3 (DC3) design, leads to an increased perception of brightness over
equivalent lamp based technologies.
 
Amongst the many new features of these latest Optoma projectors is the built in support for wireless
presenting.  Using a smartphone or tablet (iOS and Android supported) and the free downloadable Wifi
Doc App., presenting directly from a smart device is as simple as opening a document or file into the
Wifi Doc app.   Presentations using projectors become completely intuitive using all the benefits of a
touch screen interface.
 
If smart device presenting is not available, Optoma have included USB stick and SD card inputs for
use with the built in media player software, negating the need to convert documents beforehand.
Once copied onto a stick or card the projector does the rest and is capable of producing up to a
60”/152cm  diagonal  image  from  just  68cm  away.   Built-in  10w  speakers  mean  that  external
amplification  is  not  usually  necessary.
 
The ZX212ST and ZW212ST are ideal for classrooms and small boardrooms. Once installed, the
projector is easily managed.  In addition to AMX ® Dynamic Discovery, Optoma now offers Crestron
Roomview ™ compatibility, a custom configurable interface to monitor, manage and control every
device in every room remotely via a network.
 
Optoma was a world leader in supplying projectors to the industry with <0.5 watt power consumption in
standby mode, the ZX212ST/ZW212ST not only delivers reduced running costs, with Eco+ technology
which brings together superb performance, but reinforces the commitment to “environmentally friendly”
features such as timer  control  functions and fast  shutdown and start-up.   Lowered total  cost  of
ownership coupled with low maintenance design ensures there are no hidden costs to owning an
Optoma projector.
 

ZX212ST/ZW212ST Key Features
Lamp Free LED+ Technology 

Eco+ Technology 

Intuitive teaching with WiFi Doc App. 

Bright 2300 (ZX212ST) / 2500 (ZW212ST) ANSI lumens design 

Up to 100,000:1 contrast ratio  



• <0.5 Watt standby mode. 

 

Specifications
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NOTES TO EDITORS
For more information and product images, please contact:

Paul Gain p.gain@optoma.co.uk 

Email: emea.marketing@optoma.co.uk 

Tel: +44 (0)1923 691800 
For a full specification sheet or further information visit the Optoma website - http://www.optoma.co.uk/
 
 

ABOUT OPTOMA
Optoma is a world leading designer and manufacturer of award-winning projectors for Business,
Education, Professional Audio/Video and Home Entertainment, with comprehensive ranges to exceed
the expectations of every user.

 

ZX212ST ZW212ST

Native Resolution XGA (1024 x 768) WXGA (1280 x 800)

Brightness 2300 ANSI Lumens 2500 ANSI Lumens

Contrast 100,000:1 100,000:1

Noise Level (Eco mode) 28dB 28dB

Dimensions (WxDxH) 321 x 240 x 95mm

Weight 4.5kg

INPUTS: ZX212ST/ZW212ST

HDMI (HDCP)

15 pin D-Sub

S-Video 4 Pin Mini Din

Composite

3.5mm Mini Jack

SD Card

USB-A Wireless dongle and multimedia

USB-B Display and Remote Mouse

CONTROL: RS232 3 Pin D-Sub & RJ45

OUTPUT: VGA Out

3.5mm audio mini-jack

10w speaker

mailto:p.gain@optoma.co.uk
http://www.optoma.co.uk/


Optoma's innovative products are carefully crafted to deliver crystal clear images of unrivalled quality
by incorporating the latest DLP® technology from Texas Instruments', together with advanced optical
engineering expertise and dedication to superb product quality.

 
Optoma has a special approach to customer service. Full product and technical support are available
through our extensive network of resellers and distributors. Where Optoma is different is that projector
users can call us directly to discuss any concerns.

 
The Optoma Group has continental headquarters in Europe, the USA and Asia; whilst Optoma Europe
Ltd, based in London, covers Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), delivering local services from
regional offices in Germany, France and Norway.
 


